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BOOK PROPOSAL 

 

The Chicago Theatre 
America’s Premier Movie Palace 

 
by James L. Merriner and Larry P. Horist 

 
CONCEPT 

 
A richly illustrated history of the magnificent, eighty-five-
year-old Chicago Theatre offers a story with all the glamour 
of Hollywood, the glitter of Chicago society, the grittiness of 
Windy City politics and the graciousness of a bygone era. 
The book will appeal to movie and stage fans, history and 
nostalgia buffs, students of urban affairs—and just about 
anyone who loves a good movie. This project is being 
promoted and managed through the Friends of the Chicago 
Theatre, a voluntary group established under the auspices of 
the Public Policy Caucuses and headed by Pat Brickhouse.. 

 
The Chicago Theatre is, in the minds of many people, the single most important movie palace 
ever built. It is unquestionably the most important one remaining today. —Peter R. Miller, The 
Chicago Story (1981) 

 
The Story 
 
We watch movies now in shopping-mall multiplexes featuring small screens, dreary décor, and 
gooey popcorn. But there was a time when going to the show was a real event, a star-spangled 
night out. The downtown theater scene hustled and bustled. The theaters were large and 
opulently decorated. A live stage show and orchestra often complemented the movie.  

 
One of the first of the colossal old movie palaces, and the best surviving example of the few still 
with us, is the Chicago Theatre at 175 North State Street. It opened on October 26, 1921, “with a 
bing and a boom heard throughout the Loop district and beyond,” as a young movie reviewer 
remarked. His name was Carl Sandburg. Or as theater-chain impresario Marcus Loew later 
observed, “We sell tickets to theaters, not movies.” 
 
The Chicago Theatre is intertwined with the great names of Hollywood.  
Ronald Reagan announced his engagement to Jane Wyman on the stage 
and Dean Martin made his last public appearance on that same stage. 
Top musicians, singers, magicians and acrobats made appearances at 
downtown Chicago’s namesake Theatre. 
 
The Chicago Theatre still stands only because the civic, arts and political 
communities—strange bedfellows indeed—came together to save an 
irreplaceable civic asset. Today, under new owners after decades of 
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wrangling in bankruptcy court and elsewhere, the Theatre is not just a totem of old and 
more innocent times. Incredibly, after eighty-five years, the Chicago Theatre’s best days are yet 
to come. 
 
The story of the Chicago Theatre is a story waiting to be told—and told well. A pictorial history 
of the Chicago Theatre, the many stars who appeared there, and its cultural and economic ups 
and downs will: 

 
• Enhance the Theatre’s presence as a civic institution. 
• Provide knowledge and entertainment to theatergoers in Chicago, as well as film, 

history, and urban affairs buffs. 
• Make a solid contribution to the historical literature of Chicago and of film. 
• Uncover new information and photographs dealing with the Theatre. 
• Create an oral history from those who can yet provide personal experiences and 

anecdotes. 
 
 
About the Authors  
 

James L. Merriner is the author of four Chicago-oriented non-fiction books 
about history and politics that have won praise from both the mainstream 
press and academic journals.  His titles include Mr. Chairman, Grafters and 
Goo Goos, and Against Long Odds.  At the Chicago Sun-Times and the 
Atlanta Constitution, Merriner won journalism awards for spot-news 

coverage, feature writing, and investigative reporting—a rare triple 
play. During his years at the Sun-Times he covered the major 
political and civic stories of the day, including the rescue of the 
Chicago Theatre in the 1980s. He now is an independent writer and 
editor with a variety of private and public-sector clients. 

 
 
 
 
 

Larry P. Horist, a prominent Chicago civic leader for more than thirty-five 
years, led a highly publicized two-year effort that saved the Chicago Theatre 
from the wrecking ball in the early 1980s. The Theatre is not the only Chicago 
institution he rescued from oblivion. In the mid-1970s, he took over the 

defunct City Club of Chicago and restored it to the upper level of 
local civic organizations. It was from the platform of the revitalized 
City Club that Horist launched the successful effort to save the 
Chicago Theatre.  Because of his civic successes against long odds, he 
was dubbed “patron saint of Chicago’s lost causes” by Chicago Sun-
Times columnist Basil Talbott.  He is the author of a humorous book 
on collecting, The Acrapulator’s Guide.   
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Preparation of Manuscript 

 
The authors will access a wealth of historical data to produce this definitive history. The  
Chicago Historical Society has many relevant items in its collection, including the original 
architectural drawings for the Theatre from the firm of C. W. Rapp and George L. Rapp. The 
Historical Society also boasts many photos of stars and events at the Theatre. 
 
Coauthor Horist has a personal collection of files on the Theatre dating from his efforts to save it. 
TheatreDreams Chicago, the new owner, has acquired the Theatre’s private archives, and has 
promised full cooperation with the preparation of the book.  
 
In addition, the Theatre Historical Society of America, dedicated to preserving and celebrating 
classic movie palaces, is headquartered in Elmhurst, near Chicago. The officers and members of 
this society have tended the Chicago Theatre’s flame since the group was founded in 1969. The 
Chicago Area Theater Organ Enthusiasts also have recollections and memorabilia on their days 
as volunteer caretakers of the diminished and darkened Theatre. 
 
A manuscript of a minimum of forty thousand words can be delivered within six months of  the 
receipt of funding, and execution of a publishing contract.   
 
 
 
Publication 
 
Publication of the book will be accomplished either through a traditional book publishing house, 
or through a self, or pay-to-publish, enterprise.  Changes in publishing have made the latter a 
very attractive alternative.  Self publishing houses have moved well beyond so-called vanity 
publishers, and have evolved into significant competition for traditional publishers.  Some 
industry observers believe that self-publishing houses will eclipse the major publishers in all 
areas except for the most high profile writers.  This is due to the fact that traditional publishers 
have gradually abandoned their marketing programs for all but the top authors.  On the other 
hand, self publishers provide significant competitive advantages. 
 

1. First and foremost, authors maintain the all rights to their books. 
2. Commissions and royalties for self published books are significantly higher than 

traditional rates. 
3. Authors have greater control over graphics, layouts and treatments. 
4. There are no minimum orders, since self publishers print as few as one copy at a time. 
5. Print on demand means that there is no waiting for a new run of books. 
6. Errors or needed changes can be accomplished at any time. 
7. Manuscript-to-publication can be as little as 10 days (typically four weeks for more 

sophisticated books). 
 
Even at this date, the Chicago Theatre book can be completed and published in time to reach the 
market in 2006, the 85th anniversary of the Chicago Theatre. 
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CHAPTER OUTLINE 

 
 
Chapter 1 - Writing with Lightning 
The film industry is pioneered in Chicago, not Hollywood. Movies seemed to “write 
history with lightning,” as Woodrow Wilson supposedly remarked. This chapter sets the 
stage for the Golden Era of movies by covering the evolution of the industry up to the 
drawing of plans for the Chicago Theatre.  
 
Chapter 2 - 1920-1929—The Vision of the Chicago Theatre Becomes Real 
The Chicago Theatre is not the first gigantic movie house, but its predecessors are staid 
and conservative. By contrast, the Chicago is a transplanted Versailles, openly modeled 
on the Mansarts Chapel. “The whole idea of eye-bugging, take-your-breath-away-with-
hugeness-and-opulence school of theater design was born.” The Chicago opens with a 
fifty-piece orchestra and 125 uniformed ushers, many recruited from the city’s leading 
families. Stage shows continue to thrive even after movie “talkies” arrive in 1927. 
 
Chapter 3 - 1930-1939---The Gilded Palace and the Great Depression 
The Chicago Theatre helps Chicagoans endure the Depression. The peak number of 
admissions, 3.9 million, is recorded in the first year of the Depression, 1930. People 
forget their troubles for an evening by scraping together nickels to see Jack Benny, Ethel 
Waters, Cab Calloway, Milton Berle, Gene Autrey, Judy Garland, Benny Goodman, Bob 
Hope, and many other stars. 
 
Chapter 4 - 1940-1945---Movies Go To War 
With the onset of World War II, the Chicago Theatre is part of the Hollywood war effort.  
Moves and celebrity appearances bring the war to America with patriotic productions.  
Celebrities raise funds and spirits.  It is Adolph Hitler versus John Wayne.  Just as the 
Chicago Theatre is an escape from the anxieties of poverty in prior years, it almost 
instantly becomes an escape from the anxieties of war.  With television still limited to the 
affluent, the Chicago Theatre provides “newsreels” to bring the latest updates on the 
world’s greatest conflicts --- from both the battlefields of war and the bedrooms of 
Hollywood. 
 
Chapter 5 – 1946-1952---The War Goes Cold 
After World War II, movies continue to be the amusement of choice for America. The 
emergence of the Cold War and the fear of nuclear annihilation changes Hollywood from 
the refuge from fearsome reality to the portrayer of dreaded outcomes.  Movies visualize 
the end of humanity by atomic holocaust or alien invasion. Even as the Chicago Theatre 
thrives, the coming of prosperity, architectural modernism and the migration to suburban 
America are merging to undermine the very concept of the palace movie houses of the 
central cities.  Further, the U.S. Supreme Court rules in 1948 that movie studios may not 
own the theaters that exhibit their products—a ruling that eventually forces the closing of 
many movie palaces throughout America. 
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Chapter 6 – 1952-1960---Finally, Those Happy Days Are Here Again 
Peace and prosperity take full hold.   However, the spread of the new medium of 
television now threatens the box office, and the once perceived glamour and grandeur of 
the palace theaters seem to be decadent throwbacks to a bygone era. Architectural 
modernism replaces the Rococo/Byzantine flamboyance of the past.  To keep up to date, 
the Chicago Theatre undergoes “streamlining”.  Ornate walls and overhead arches are, as 
much as possible, sealed behind sleek paneling. Drop ceilings conceal vaulted arches, 
including the 110 foot lobby ceiling. Crystal chandeliers, plush furniture and Greek-like 
statuary are removed. Ironically, the entombment of the elaborate interior architecture 
preserved its beauty for another era.  By 1955, even the live stage shows seemed an 
anachronism.  One more stage show is presented in 1957, but then the stage does not see 
another live performance until 1973. By the end of the decade, the grand downtown 
theaters are beginning to shutter their doors, awaiting the wrecker’s ball. 
 
Chapter 7 – 1961-1969---The Decline of Grandeur in the Age of Aquarius  

Changes in society, the local Chicago scene and the 
movie industry all impact on the Chicago Theatre. 
The rejection of materialism for pseudo-simplicity 
makes the grand palace theaters seem ostentatious.  
The decline of the central Loop as a center of 
shopping, tourism and entertainment leave the old 
Chicago without a customer base.  The emergence 
of the limited-seating box-like multi-screen movie 
centers, with their large parking lots, is more 
appealing to the suburban two-car family.  In 
addition, the downtown movie palaces could no 
longer command exclusive first showings of new 
movies.  The once grand premier and exclusive 
multi-week run at a major downtown theater was a 
thing of the past.  Moves would no open 
simultaneously in smaller venues throughout the 
region. 

 
 
Chapter 8 -- 1970-1983---The Movie Mainstream Deserts Downtown 
Prominence and flagship status help preserve the Chicago Theatre even as the rest of the 
great fleet of downtown theaters fall one-by-one.  But, the grand lady of State Street is 
stripped of her dignity. Survival is maintained by showing B-grade movies, soft-core sex 
flicks and “blaxploitation” movies.  Repairs and maintenance are limited only to the most 
necessary.  Homeless people and drug users find refuge in the nooks and crannies of the 
massive interior. The smell of urine is evident in dark corners.  Preservationists, alarmed 
by the Theatre’s deterioration, start to take action. The Chicago Area Theatre Organ 
Enthusiasts (CATOE) begins rebuilding the huge old Wurlitzer pipe organ in 1971 as a 
volunteer project. On New Year’s Eve 1974, the magnificent musical instrument is 
played in public for the first time in twenty-five years. In 1979, the Chicago Theatre is 
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. 
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Chapter 9 – 1984-1985---The Theatre at the Brink 
Plitt Theaters’ major domo, Henry Plitt, and his Chicago partner, real estate developer 

Thomas Klutznick, are reluctant to tear down the Theatre, 
but equally unwilling to continue to endure staggering 
operating losses. Eventually, they request a demolition 
permit even as they work to find a better solution.  Under 
Mayor Harold Washington, the city administration is not 
inclined to provide tax money for the preservation of a 
downtown palace theater as neighborhood issues are 
begging for dollars.  With developers eager to acquire the 
valuable Loop property for yet another steel-and-glass 

edifice, the future of the Chicago Theatre appears grim. Newspapers predict its imminent 
destruction. Coauthor Horist, with the platform of the revitalized City Club of Chicago, 
launches a vigorous civic campaign to save the Theatre, fueling years of legal and 
political wrangling. Larger-than-life public figures such as mayors Jane Byrne and 
Harold Washington and Congressman Dan Rostenkowski all get involved. Dramatic 
success in court (in the best Hollywood tradition) leads to a public/private partnership to 
restore the Chicago Theatre. . It closes for renovations on September 19, 1985. 
 
Chapter 10 – 1985-1986--The Chicago Theatre Reopens 

After years of skepticism and court battles, and a one-year renovation, the 
grandest of America’s movie palaces reopens on September 10, 1986, 
with a gala civic salute featuring Frank Sinatra.  The dream of a theater 
district comes back to life with the saving of the crown jewel.  Chicago’s 
leadership assembles to celebrate, but Windy City-style politics is never 
far away. 

 
Chapter 11 - The 1986-2001—Behind the Splendor, Management and Financial Issues 
Rage 
Though demolition seems no longer an issue, legal, political, and 
aesthetic struggles persisted as the Theatre continues to lose 
money. City hall and a new set of owners, the Chicago Theatre 
Restoration Associates, fight each other in court for years. A 
sixteen-month run of “Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat” in 1993-1994 keeps the Theatre afloat but problems 
are mounting. Disney subsidiary leases the Theatre in the mid-
1990s, then pulls out because the stage, 112 feet long but only 30 feet deep, is too 
shallow for modern productions. The Chicago Association for the Performing Arts, takes 
over as managing partner under bankruptcy court protection in 1998. 
 
Chapter 12 – 2001 and Beyond – New Hope in the New Millennium 
With the passage of the Millennium, the Chicago Theatre is on a launch pad for  
bright new era. New owners bring their own new vision to the Theatre. Financial issues 
remain as owners face the challenge of filling the 3,600 Theatre.  Prospects are improved 
with the success of the new theater district.  No longer is the Chicago alone.  The 
Oriental, the Cadillac and the Goodman complex create a Chicago Broadway.  The book 
ends on an optimistic view of the Chicago Theatre’s future. 
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COMPETITION 
 
There is no identified competing book exclusively devoted to the Chicago Theatre. As for 
coffee-table books on movie palaces in general, they seem to be making a comeback after 
skipping another generation. There were a couple of such books in the 1960s, followed in 
1980 by Movie Palaces: Survivors of an Elegant Era, by Ave Pildas and Lucinda Smith 
(New York: Clarkson N. Potter). In 2005, a new entry appeared with Cinema Treasures: 
A New Look at Classic Movie Theaters, by Melnick Ross and Andreas Fuchs (St. Paul: 
Motorbooks International).  The Chicago Theatre will be featured in a upcoming book on 
the history of the Balaban family, and the theater empire they built, by David Balaban, 
grandson of the founder of the Balaban movie dynasty. 
 
 
 

MARKETING AND PROMOTION 
 
Publishers often lack, or do not provide, sufficient funding for the marketing and 
promotion of all but the best selling books.  In this case, the coauthors have the 
professional experience and skill to develop and implement an aggressive marketing plan 
– and will take the time to personally service the market.  When it comes to promoting 
this book, both Merriner and Horist are accomplished public speakers who frequently 
appear on radio/television talk shows, and have participated in numerous press 
conferences.  In addition, Horist and his wife are marketing and public communication 
professionals, with their own firm and a combined sixty years of experience in the 
business.  Merriner and Horist are committed to significant time and will travel to 
promote the book. 
 
The marketing strategy is cost efficient since Merriner and Horist will minimize 
expensive travel and instead will rely on modern communication concepts.  This includes 
viral marketing via the Internet.  In addition, a national promotional will be use email, 
and telephone interviews for radio and television talk shows.   
 
 
 

ORGAN CD (Optional) 
 
As a marketing enhancement, the authors are exploring the 
possibility of incorporating a musical CD, featuring a selection of 
proven popular songs played on the Chicago Theatre organ.  It 
has been praised as the finest theater organs in the nation, and 
the only one with official landmark status.  Under the terms of 
the optional proposal, a special recording would be produced for 
inclusion with the book, which would be a great sales enhancement.  The 
CD would also be sold independently. 
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*******************Pro Forma Budget******************* 
 
Funding is expected to be relatively modest in view of the importance and potential of 
this book.  The coauthors will seek both private and public funding.  Below is the 
proposed pro forma budget. 
 

Estimated Research and Writing Budget 
    James Merriner  $    8,000 
    Larry Horist      8,000 
    Book Consultant     (Included in author fee) 
    Research Assistant     (Included in author fee) 
    Miscellaneous      1,000 
     Category Total  17,000 
 

Estimated Production and Initial Promotional Budget* 
 Publication Costs     2,000 
 Collateral Materials     2,500 
 Travel       4,000 
 Bookstore/Press Events    3,000 
 Miscellaneous      1,000 

     Category Total  14,000 
BOOK PUBLISHING TOTAL                                         $29,500   

 
Musical CD Production Budget (Optional) 

    Talent       2,000 
    Recording      9,000 
    Studio and Production     7,500 
     Category Total  18,500 (Excl. distribution) 

BOOK AND MUSICAL CD TOTAL                               $49,500 
 

Please make checks out to  PUBLIC POLICY CAUCUSES (Theatre Book) 
and mail to … 151 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60601 
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• All contributors to this project will receive acknowledgement in the book.   
• In addition, anyone contributing $5000, or more, will receive a handsomely 

framed copy of one of the original architectural drawings of the Theatre. 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For further information, you may contact: 

James Merriner at jlmerriner@yahoo.com – phone 312-848-2956 
Larry Horist at lph@thomasandjoyce.com – cell 312-804-4401  

 
(Final Version: 02-28-06) 


